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We will look at residually connected Tits-geometries belonging to one of 
the diagrams in Fig. 1. The purpose of this paper is to prove the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM. Up to isomorphism there exists a unique residually connected 
Tits-geometry rci’ belonging to A(” (i = 1, 2), such that every rank 3 residue 
belonging to the diagram C, is the sporadic AT-geometry. 
An example of a geometry r belonging to A”’ possessing a flag transitive 
automorphism group G E U,(5) was given by Neumaier [6]. Viewing f as 
a group geometry Wester showed in [9] how to change this into a group 
geometry belonging to A . (I) In view of these results we have only to prove 
the uniqueness-part of the theorem. 
However, the first part of this paper contains a construction of 
appropriate geometries using the Hoffman-Singleton graph and the cocli- 
ques of size 15 in this graph. (For P2) this construction is already proposed 
by Neumaier in [6].) Although this part is not essential to the proof of the 
uniqueness-part, it may motivate the way of arguing in the course of the 
proof. 
The impetus for this work stems from [7], where Stroth proved the 
uniqueness of r belonging to A (2) in case that r possesses a flag transitive 
automorphism group. In this paper we will obtain the same result dropping 
the assumption of having any automorphism group. 
For definitions concerning Tits geometries confer with [S] or [9]. 
Throughout we will use the following notations: Let r be a Tits-geometry 
over some set Z. For iEZ we set Ti= {xErltype(x)=i} and for x, y~f 
we denote by x*y that x is incident to y. Finally res x denotes the residue 
of x E r in r. 
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FIGURE 1 
THE SPORADIC A ,-GEOMETRY 
Before we construct geometries belonging to d”’ (i = 1, 2), we will recall 
some properties of the sporadic AT-geometry C, belonging to Fig. 2. The 
points of Z are simply given as C, = { 1,2, . . . . 7). The lines are all 3-sets of 
C,, i.e., .X,=(T). The set rc= ((1, 2, 3), (1,4, 5), (1, 6, 7), (2,4, 7), (2, 5,6), 
(3,4, 6), (3, 5, 7)) c C, defines a projective plane of order 2 (triples always 
denote 3-sets) and the planes of Z are the elements of the orbit C, = zA7. 
Incidences between different objects are simply defined by containment. 
We will list some properties of Z, which are almost direct consequences 
of the definitions: 
(Pl ) There are 7 points, 35 lines, and 15 planes. 
(P2) Any point is incident with any plane and with exactly 15 lines. 
For each pair of different points there are exactly 5 lines, which are incident 
with both of them. 
(P3) Any line is incident with exactly 3 points and 3 planes. 
(P4) Given any set of 5 points, every line is incident with at least one 
of these points. Given any set of 5 lines, there are at most 2 points incident 
with none of these lines. 
(P5) Let rci, rc2 different planes and I,, I, different lines, where I,, l2 
are both incident with 7ci. Then either 1, or I, is not incident with rc2. 
(Indeed, as I,, 1, are incident with a common plane, they have a common 
point p. Consequently rt, , rrz, I,, and 1, are all in the residue of p, which is 
a generalized 4-gon. Thus they cannot cannot form a 4-cycle in the 
incidence graph of C. ) 
(P6) The incidence structure restricted to the lines and planes is 
isomorphic to the incidence structure defined by the lines and planes (or 
dually, lines and points) of PG(3, 2). (See, for example, [3].) 
7, 2, 
FIGURE 2 
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For proving the existence of geometries as claimed in the theorem, we 
shall need the following characterization of the sporadic A,-geometry. 
LEMMA 0. Let C be a rank 3 geometry with C, = { 1, . . . . 7}, C, = (<I), 
such that 
(i) n*lonEl for all nECl, lEZz. 
(ii) n*p for all nECl, pE2C3, 
(iii) IX31 = 15, 
(iv) ifl,, ~,EZ~, then 11, nf21 = 1 o3p~C,: l,*p*12. 
Then C is the sporadic AT-geometry. 
Proof We look at the graph 3 with vertices V(g)=C,, where 
I,, 1,~ V(g) are adjacent iff (1, n 1,1 = 1. This is the graph r of [3]. As 
shown there (see Sections 2 and 3 of [3]) the maximal cliques of Y 
are of size 7 and they are given by the set V, u %$, where VI = ?I~‘, n = 
{(K&3), (1,4,5), (0,7), C&4,7), (2,5,6), W&6), (3, 5, 7)) and Y=g; 
(t E S,\A,). Furthermore, C- 2; iff ICn c;I = 1 is an equivalence relation 
on %? with equivalence classes %r and g2. 
We will regard the elements of Z, as subsets of C,, defined by the 
incidences between .ZZ and C,. To prove the lemma it will suffice to show 
that C,=Ce, or Z,=‘$. 
For a subset S of ZZ and an edge e of 9, we will say that S covers e iff 
the vertices of e are contained in S. By (iv) every p E Z, is a clique in Y and 
so it covers exactely (‘$‘I) edges of 9. Obviously ?J contains 35 .9 = 15 I 21 
edges. By (iv) they are all covered by elements of Z,. Hence by (iii) we 
have I pi = 7 for all p E Z’:, and no edge is covered by two elements of C,. 
Therefore all p E .X, with (1, 2, 3) E p are contained in the same equivalence 
class %?,(i~ { 1, 2)). Now every 8 E 2, containing a neighbour of (1, 2, 3) lies 
in the same class Viei, too. As 9 is connected we have E3 = V, or C, = %$. 
COCLIQUES OF SIZE 15 IN THE HOFFMAN-SINGLETON GRAPH 
AND A CONSTRUCTION OF f  
Let A be the HoffmanSingleton graph, i.e., a strongly regular graph 
with parameters (50, 7,0, 1 ), which was shown to be unique by Hoffman 
and Singleton in [S]. A detailed description of the Hoffman-Singleton 
graph may be found in Sections 3 and 4 of Cl]. 
Let G be the automorphism group of A, then G is isomorphic to U,(5) 
extended by the nontrivial field automorphism cr of GF(25) (see [4]). For 
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every set of vertices {a, b, . ..} 5 V(n) let CU.,..,. denote the pointwise 
stabilizer of a, b, . . . in G. 
In [ 1, Section 41 two disjoint sets 52, and a2 of cocliques are con- 
structed as follows: Let L < G with L z U,(5), then L, = L n G, z A, for 
a E V(n). Let o be an outer automorphism of order 3 of L. The conjugates 
of L, under wi (i= 1,2) have orbits of length 15 and 35 on V(n). The 
orbits of length 15 are cocliques in /1, defining the set Szi. Let Q = 52, u Q2 
then 
(Cl) G acts transitively on R. (Indeed, L acts transitively on 
52, (i= 1, 2) and c interchanges Q, and a,.) 
As shown in [l, Section 41 we have: 
(C2) For every C E Q, 
(i) I{Z’EQ,I ICnSI =O}( =7, 
(ii) ({?EQ,( (Cnc?‘l=5)( =42, 
(iii) J(?EQ,\ (Cn Cl = 811 = 15, 
(iv) \{?EQ~\ ICnQ=3}(=35. 
Adopting the description of /i in [l, Section 31 let N(a)= 
{a’, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) be the set of neighbours of the vertex a in n and 
N(a’) = {a, l’, 2’, 3’, 4’, 5’, 6’). With these notations we have: 
(C3) For every set T = {a, i’, j’}, i’ # j’, there are exactly two cocli- 
ques C, c of size 15 containing T. Furthermore we have T = C n &“(a’) = 
~nwV(ut)=Cn2’ d an every coclique of size 15 in /1 containing {u} inter- 
sects ,V(u’) in a 3-set. In particular C and c are not contained in the same 
i-Ii. 
ProoJ: As G,,,. acts doubly transitive on J”(u’)\{u}, we may assume 
that {i’, j’} = (5’, 6’). Checking the restriction of n to N( 1’) u N(2’) u 
N’(3’) u .V(4’) shows that there are exactly two cocliques C, c of size 15 
with Cn .V(u’) = r? n N(u’) = T. These satisfy C n ? = T. As G, is transi- 
tive on N(u) it remains to show that for every coclique C of size 15 with 
Tc C it follows that Cn N(u’) = T. To the contrary let us assume that 
4’~ C. But the restriction of n to (N(l’)u ,V(2’)u ,Y(~‘))\{u’} is a 
disjoint union of three hexagons, yielding the contradiction ICI < 15. 
We may now prove 
(C4) If a E V(n), i E { 1,2 )- then there are exactly 15 cocliques in R, 
containing a. Moreover, every coclique of size 15 in /i is contained in 
Q=L?,uQ2. 
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Proof: The first statement is a direct consequence of (C3) and it implies 
that A possesses exactly 100 cocliques of size 15, proving the second asser- 
tion. 
There is an other construction of A as follows (cf. with [2]): Take as 
vertex set V(/i) the points and lines of PG(3,2) and identify the lines with 
the 3-sets of the set { 1, . . . . 7) as in [3]. Points are pairwise non-adjacent, 
a point is adjacent to a line iff the point lies on that line. Finally two lines 
are adjacent iff the corresponding 3-sets are disjoint. 
Using this description we have at once that the vertices corresponding to 
the points in PG(3, 2) are a coclique of size 15. Therefore by (Cl) and 
(C4), 
(C5) Let CE Q. Then the restriction of A to adjacencies between C 
and A\C defines an incidence structure isomorphic to the restriction of 
PG(3, 2) to points and lines. 
For every CEQ, we will write (C, A\C) for the PG(3,2)-geometry with 
points C, lines A\C and incidences as defined by (C5), where A\C is 
understood to be identified with the set of all 3-sets of { 1, . . . . 7}, such that 
I,, l2 E A\C are adjacent in A iff 1, n I, = 0. Using (Cl ), (C2), and (C4) we 
obtain 
(C6) Let C~O~(i=l,2). Then ?ESZ~ satisfies Cnc=@ iff there 
exists a n E { 1, . . . . 7}, such that 2; corresponds in A\C to the set of all 3-sets 
I with nil. 
(C7) Let C~Q~(i=1,2). LetD,,...,D,,E523_jwith lCnDi)=8for 
all jE { 1, . . . . 151. Then the Dj’s correspond with the planes in the 
PG(3, 2)-geometry defined by (C, A\C) as follows: For every plane 71 
define the corresponding coclique to be the union of the lines in r-c and the 
points not contained in 7~. 
Next we will give a construction of geometries r(l) and rc2) of rank 4 
using the Hoffman-Singleton graph A and the set Q of cocliques in A. 
Define the elements of type Jo { 1,2, 3,4} of the geometry r(j) (i = 1,2) 
as 




Q* if i=2. 
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For XE~,, YET,, DE&, and CE~, we define 
x * y :o x adjacent toy in A 
x*c :o XEC 
y*D :o YED 
C*D :o )CnDl= 
8 if i=l 
0 if i=2 
PROPOSITION. For ie { 1,2} the construction above yields a Tits-geometry 
r(j) belonging to the diagram A”). 
Proof: (1) i = 1. By symmetry it suffices to show that for x E ri res x is 
the sporadic A,-geometry and for CE r, res C is the geometry PG(3,2). By 
(C5) and (C7) the assertion is clear for res C. 
Let res x n Tz = { y , , . . . . y, f . By (C3) every D E res x n r3 intersects 
{ y ,, . . . . y,} in a 3-set and every such 3-set ZE 9 = ( :-‘I, 3’ ,“‘j) is contained 
in an unique element D, E res x n r3. In view of (C4) and Lemma 0 it 
suffices to show that for all I,, I, E F the following hold: 
II, nI,l = I o~CEQ,: ~EC’, ID,, nCI = ID,,nCI =8. (*I 
Without loss assume I, = (yi, y,, yj). Then by (C3), D,, = 1, u T4 u T, u 
T, w T,, where T, is a 3-set in A”( yi)\ (x} (see Fig. 3). 
Now let XECEQ,. By (C3) ICnA’/^(y,)\{x)j =2 for j= 1, . . . . 7. If 
(C n TJ = 2 then (Cn T, ( 3 1 for i = 5,6,7. (Observe that the vertices of 
T4 are adjacent to the points of (,V( yj)\{ x})\T, for j = 5, 6, 7 as C is a 
r, Ts T6 Tl 
FIGURE 3 
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coclique.) Hence, by (C2) we have (C n Ti 1 = 2 for all in (4, 5, 6, 7) or 
ICn T,I d 1 for all iE (4, 5, 6, 7). 
Now, we can prove (*): 
(i) I, n Z, = 0. Let yi$ I, u I,. Then D,, n D, E T, yields ID,, n 
D,*( < 3. Hence D,, n D,, = 0 by (C2) and obviously there exists no CE Qn, 
with (D,,nC( =8 for i= 1 and i=2. 
(ii) (I, n 1,1 = 2. Without loss assume 1, = (y,, y,, y4). If x E CE W, 
satisfies JD, n C( = 8 for i = 1 and i = 2 it follows by the remark made 
above (CnT,)u(CnT6)u(CnT,)ED,,nD,,. This yields (D,,nD,J 
3 8, a contradiction with (C2). 
(iii) iI, n /*I = 1. Let us assume I, = (y,, y4, ys). As ID,, n D,I = 5 by 
(C2) it follows that (T, n D,*( = 2. By (C3) there is a CEQ~ such that 
{x} u ( T6 n DI,) c C. Then by th e remark made above we have ) C n D,, I = 
(CnD,,I=8. 
(2) i = 2. Let x E r,, C E F’,. Then by symmetry it is enough to show that 
res x and res C are sporadic AT-geometries. This follows easily for res C by 
(C5), and (C6). Again let res xn r, = (y,, . . . . y7} and it follow as in the 
first case, that res x n rj = ( DI ) I E F >. This time we have to prove for all 
I,, 12 E 5 
Il,n1,1=1o3CESZ,:xEC,D,,nC=D,,nC=121. (**) 
Let I,=(y,,y,,y,)and D,,=I,oT,o T,o T,wT,asabove. 
(i) 1, n I, = 0. Let yi$ 1, u I,. Then D,, n D, = 0 yields 
Nyi)\{x> SD,, uDh. But ifxeCES2 then (Cn,Y(y;)\(x)l=2 by (C3). 
Therefore there exists no CE 0, with x E C and D,,n C= 0 for i = 1 and 
i= 2. 
(ii) jf,n/,(=2. Without loss assume 12=(y,, y,, y4). If XECEQ, 
satisfies D,nC=@ for i=l and i=2 then as jCnN(yj)\{xjl=2 for 
i= 5, 6, 7 it follows that ID,, n D,* n ,N‘( yi)l = 2. Therefore ID,, n D,J Z 8, 
a contradiction with (C2). 
(iii) II,nl,l = 1. Assume XECEQ, and D,,nC#@. Then lDI,n 
CJ =5. Therefore (Cn T,l =2 for aje (4, 5, 6, 7) and then JCn T,I = 1 for 
every ie {4,5,6, 7}\(j). Therefore D,,n C=@ iff Cn Ti=O for a Jo 
(4, 5, 6, 7). 
Now we may assume I,= (y,, y,, y5). By (C3) there is a CEQ, such that 
,W( y6)\(D,, u D,,) E C. Then by the given criterion C n DI, = C n D, = 0. 
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PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Throughout, let rci) denote a Tits geometry belonging to A”’ (i = 1, 2) 
satisfying the assumptions of the theorem. After a number of steps we will 
be able to prove that these geometries are isomorphic to the geometries 
constructed in the last section. 
As every residue belonging to the diagram C, is the sporadic A,- 
geometry we know that every residue belonging to the diagram A, is the 
geometry PG(3,2). Furthermore, we will fix the following notations: 
re(r 2 (I’ r’2’l 
T,=respnr, for per, 
X,=resInr, for IET~ 
For a fixed p E r, we give names to the elements of the A,-geometry res p 
in the following manner: 




F=respnr,= {tl, t,, . . . . t,,} 
The notations are of course assumed to be chosen in such a way that the 
incidences in res p n ( r2 u r,) are self-explanatory. 
LEMMA 1. Letp,qEr,,p#q. Then thereexistsaIErr,withp*l*qij 
and only if there exists a t E r4 with p * 1 * q. In case that we have some 
lEr2 withp*l*q weget ITpnT,I=5. 
Proof First let p * 1 * q for some 1 E r2. Then p and q correspond to 
two points in the A,-geometry res 1 and there they are incident with exactly 
151ines.ButasIT,J=15=ITq( wehaveIT,nTJ=IreslnT,nT,I=5by 
09). 
Next let us assume that p * t * q for some t E r,. Then p and q 
correspond to planes in the geometry res t and so they are incident with a 
common line 1 in r2. 
LEMMA 2. The incidence graph restricted to r, u r2 (resp. ri*) v ri*)) 
posseses no 4cycles. 
ProoJ Assume p,, p2 E r, together with I,, 1, E T2 form a 4-cycle. Let 
I E res p, n r3 with 1, * x * 1,. Now res 1, is the A,-geometry and therefore 
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p, * x * p2. Consequently, the given 4-cycle lies in res x. But there are no 
4-cycles in the appropriate incidence graph of the geometry res x by (P5) 
and (P6). 
LEMMA 3. r,= uy=, X,,. 
Proof: Put U = IJ I= I X,,. 
(i) T,n T,#@ for rEr, implies T,G U. 
Let TV T,n T,. In res t we get r * li for some in { 1, . . . . 7). (Observe that 
I,, . . . . 1, E res t as res p is the A,-geometry. By the structure of res r we have 
T, E X, E U. 
(ii) prl*r*mfor l,mET, andpfrer, implies X,&U. 
By Lemma 1, IT,,nT,I=5. Put Q= {qEresmnr,Iq*t for some TV 
Tp n T,}. As T, n T, n res m = T, n T, corresponds to a set of 5 lines in the 
A,-geometry res m, we have 1 Ql> 5 (P4). Hence X, = U,, Q T, by (P4) 
and as T, n T, # $3 for q E Q we get X, c U by (i). 
Because Tl u r, is connected (as r is residually connected, see [S, 
Lemma 51) it suffices to show: 
IftErq,uEU,t*q*uforsomeqEr, thentEU. 
But in resu we have q*Iifor some iE{l,...,7) or q*m*r*f, for some 
iE{l,..., 7f,mEr2,rEr,. Respectively it follows that f E T, G U by (i) or 
t E T, E A’, E U by (ii). 
Remark. Although Lemma 3 was already shown by Stroth [7], we 
gave a proof once again to make the work self-contained. 
LEMMA 4. I{fj~2’lIi* f}l 64for every r~r~\T,,. 
Prooj (1) I-= r(l). Suppose for example I,, . . . . 1, * t 4 T,,. Put Xi = 
res t n res I, n r3 for i E ( 1, . . . . 5 >, then X, n X, = Qr for i # j. Indeed, assum- 
ing x E X, n X, # 0 forces in res x (projective space!) the existence of some 
r E res t n res lj n res I, n r, . But then p, r, Ii, 1, are contradicting Lemma 2. 
In particular, X, n X2 = . . . =X,nX,=Ql, so that every xEX,=X,n 
resp has to be (i,, f6, I,). But this is obviously nonsense as IX,/ = 3. 
(2) r= r(*). Without loss let us assume I,, . . . . I, * t E r,. Let res I n 
r3= {X ,,..., .x7} with p * xi for iE ( 1, . . . . 5). (Note that I(res t n r3)n 
(res 1, u :’ u res I,)( 3 5 by (P4) then use (P2) in res lj). If there is some 
iE T, such that xi * i * x, for i, Jo { 1, . . . . 5) and i #j it follows that t = 
iE T, by Lemma 2. Otherwise we find some x,, X~E {x,, . . . . x,} satisfying 
I, * x1 and I, * xk by the structure of res p. In particular, I,, . . . . 1, E res t and 
therefore we have some q E res t n r, incident with a least two elements of 
{I, 1 ..-, l7 > by the structure of res t. By Lemma 2, q = p, t E T,,. 
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Next we define a symmetric relation on r, by the rule: 
t-i:ot#iandthereissomeqEr,witht*q*?. 
LEMMA 5. t - i implies w(t, 1) = 5. 
Proof. (1) r= r(l). In this case res t  is the geometry PG(3, 2). Let 
restnr,=(p ,,..., pls} and Tp,={tl=t,t2=i,t3 ,..., t , 5 } .  By Lemmal, 
IT,, n T,,I = 5 for ic { 2, . . . . 15}. Therefore counting pairs (pi, tj) for in 
{ 1, . ..) 15}, jE {2, . ..) 15},p,* t ,  in two different ways we get 14+14.4= 
CfS~((tj/2~jf15,tj*pi)l=C~2I{Pjl 1~id15,pi*tj}I=C:I_2M’(t,tj). 
It remains to show w( t ,  ti) d 5 for all Jo (2, . . . . 15 }. Therefore we must 
prove that res t n res in rl = {p, , . . . . pn] for some 5<nd 15 implies t=i. 
If the set {pl, . . . . pn} of points in the PG(3,2)-geometry res t  contains a 
line IErestnr,, i.e., lres1n{p,,...,pn}l=3, we get t=iin resf and we 
are done. 
Otherwise (p,, . . . . p,} is a set of points of size at least 6 in the PG(3, 2)- 
geometry res t ,  which contains no line 1 E res t n r?, and is therefore con- 
tained in the complement of some hyperplane x E res t n r3. In particular, 
5 <n d 8. In the following two steps we will show that this is not possible, 
thereby proving our claim. 
(i) 5 <n < 8 implies n = 8. We use the natural representation of res t  
( = PG(3,2)) such that res t n r, corresponds to the l-dimensional sub- 
spaces of Fy’, which we will identify with their nontrivial vectors. As 
p, . . . . . pn are contained in the complement of a hyperplane, we may assume 
PI = (l,O, 0, O), P2 = (0, LO, Oh 
P3 = (O,O, 1, O), P4 = (O,O, 0, 11, 
ps=(O, 1, 1, I), P6= (1, 0, 1, 11, 
P,= (1, 170, I), Ps = (1, 1, 1,O). 
Then (pi, p7) # (p,, p,) for 1 di<j<n and I* (pi, p,) for i= 1, . . . . 6. 
But then i * p7 by Lemma 4, and the same argument yields i * ps, so that 
n = 8. 
(ii) n = 8 cannot occur. We can use the points of PG(3, 2) given in 
(i) to designate pl, . . . . ps. In res p, we find a x E r3 such that t * x * 1. 
Looking at res x we recognize that res x n {p,, . . . . ps} = {p, }. On the 
other hand, x corresponds to a 3-dimensional subspace of Fi4) in res t 
and it follows immediately either res x n (pl, . . . . ps} = @ or lres x n 
{P , 1 . . . . Ps)l 2 2. 
(2) r= r”‘. By symmetry of dC2’ Lemma 1 is applicable. 
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LEMMA 6. tE:r4\Tp implies /(ii~2’/ii* tjl=4. 
Proof: Let Pi = res I, n r, = (p, pi,, . . . . 
P = U!=, Pi. By Lemma 3 we may assume 
(P,~, p12, P,~}. A look at res I, shows that we 
T,,, u T,,,) = it,, . . . . t 12 ) and consequently 
Obviously res ?n r, c uy= I Pi for all 1~ T, 
Lemmas 1 and 5 we obtain the estimation 
pia) for i E ( 1, . ..) 7}, 
teX,, and PInrest t= 
may assume Tp n ( Tp,l u 
t- ti for iE (1, . . . . 12). 
(Lemma I ) and so by 
60 = g w(t, t, ) 
i=l 
< ; uft, ti) 
i= I 
= l{(q, ti)lqEres tnr,nres ti, 1 <i<lS}l 
=~{(q,ti)Iq~restnP,l<i<lS,q*ti}l 
=5.]res tnPI. 
As (restnP(=3.1(ilrestnP,#0}=33[{(li)li*t)\, we must have 
I {li I li * t > ( B 4 and the assertion follows now by Lemma 4. 
Remark. By the way we see that It-es t n PI = 12. 
LEMMA 7. Jr,1 = II-21 = Jr31 = 1r‘J = 50. 
Proof. Obviously it suffices to prove Ir,( = 50 (as the graph P, u r, is 
bipartite of valency 15). But r, = T, u (I’,\T,), and we infer from 
Lemma 6 that /PJ = 15 + (7 x 20)/4 = 50. 
Next we will recover the Hoffman-Singleton graph structure on r, and 
f,, which was relevant in our construction of P in the last section. In view 
of our construction we are led to the following definition of a symmetric 
relation - on r, We define q - 4 for q, 4 E r, if and only if there exists 
no I E P2 which is incident with both q and 4. This relation defines in an 
obvious way a graph A, with vertex set V(A,) = rl, where q, GE rI are 
adjacent if and only if q - 4. Set J$ = j4 E r,} $ - q} for q E rl. By 
Lemmas 2 and 7 we have IJ+J = 7 for all q E T,. Similarly we define .4, 
with V(n,)= f2. By Lemma 1 we have q-roT,nT,=@ and 
q + r-IT,nT,I=5. 
LEMMA 8. A, is the Hoffman-Singelton graph (cf: [ 53). 
Proof, (i) A, possesses no 3-cycles. Suppose p-q and p-r. Let Ii, pli, 
P, as in the proof of Lemma 6. By the remark following Lemma 6 we have 
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lres t n Ai\ = 3 for every tET,. Counting pairs (t, j), t E T,, 
,CE.A$\(q}, t *b we get 30=&E.,p,jyJ ITfin T,J. Therefore ITfin r,( =5 
for every fi E J$~\ {q}. In particular, q + Y by Lemma 1. 
(ii) /i, possesses no 4-cycles. On the contrary, suppose p, - pz - 
P3 * P4 -pl,pi#pj for izj and let -“;, = ih. p4, PS, p6, p7, PS? p9). 
Then by (i), 
and therefore r4 = lJf= , T,,,. 
SetB=(T,,nT,,)u(7’,,n T,,)andM= (qErl)q + p,foric (1,...,4)). 
Obviously JMI > 26 and by (*) we get ) T, n Dl = 5 for every q E M. 
Counting pairs (q, t), q E M, t E D, q * t twice yields 5. IMI d 10.13. 
Therefore IMJ = 26 and hence JV~, n,A$,,= {pz, p4). It follows that 
( T,,, n Tp, ( = 5 for Jo { 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 1. In particular we have / Nl = 25, where 
N=j(pj,t)ljE {5,6,7,8,9), t E T,,,\T,,, pi * t}. On the other hand, by the 
remark following Lemma 6 we should have IiV = 10.3, a contradiction! 
Because In,\ = 50 and \~.“,I =7, from (i) and (ii) it follows that A, is a 
strongly regular graph with parameters (50, 7, 0, 1) and so A, is the 
HoffmanSingleton graph [IS]. 
LEMMA 9. For 1 E r2 there exists a p, E rl such that res 1 n I-, = hi, 
ProoJ Let res In r, = {p, , . . . . p7}. As A, is the Hoffman-Singleton 
graph there exists a uniquely defined element p E I-, satisfying p, - p - pz. 
We will show that p,= p satisfies our claim. Indeed, on the contrary sup- 
pose that 0 # T, n T,,, = { t , , . . . . t, ). In particular, f i, . . . . t 5 E res E and a 
look at res I reveals T, n T,,, # 0 for j= 3, . . . . 7 (P4). Counting the pairs 
J=((t,p,)Jt~T~,j~{l,..., 71, t * p,} yields therefore IJI = 25. On the 
other hand, (res t n res 1 n r,( E (0, 3 1 for every t E T, gives the final 
contradiction 31 (Jl. 
Using Lemma 9 we can define a bijection cp: r2 -+ r, , Z-p, with r4 = 
X, w  T,, for all 1 E r2. As d is symmetric in 1 and 2 we get a map 
z: r, --) r,, p H I, in the same way. 
For jd-, we have .N; = res p n r2 and res 1, n r, = r,\ 
U ,Eresp res 1= -+i. Therefore, p,, =” p and z = cp - ‘. As p1 - pz o A;, n 
ApI = 0 o l,, - l,, we have: 
LEMMA 10. t (resp. cp) defines a graph isomorphism 5: A 1 -+ A, (resp. 
cp:fl,+A,). 
Now we are in a position to prove the uniqueness of r: By Lemma 10 
we may assume r, = rz = V(n), n the Hoffman-Singleton graph, and 
x E r, is incident with .v E Tz iff x is adjacent to JJ in A. For t E r, and 
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x E f, put C, = res t n f, and C, = res x n f,. Then C, and C., are cocliques 
of size 15 in A by Lemma 1. We will use the description of the cocliques 
for A as given in the last section: Q(n) = 52, v Q2. 
By (C2) and Lemma 5 we have {C, 1 t E r, I= Q, or Q2 and by (Cl ) we 
may assume {C, 1 t E r4} = Q, . Respectively we have either (C, 1 x E f 3} = 
52, or {C.,(x~r~j=Q~. ForpEr,,xEr, we havep*s iff there exists a 
/E Tz, such that p * I* x. Hence res x n f, = r, \C,. Similarly, res t n T2 = 
f Z\C, for t E r.,. Let t E f, and x E res t n f, then 
if A =A”’ 
if A = A”)’ 
Thus {C.,J~EI’,}=Q, ifd=A”‘and (C.,IxEr3}=522ifA=d(1).Atlast 
the incidences between f3 and r, are uniquely determined by (C2). There- 
fore the structure of r is completely determined by the structure of A. 
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